


We’re delighted to invite you to attend STPCon 2009, the leading event for the software test and QA profes-
sion! 

This year’s all-new conference and exhibition will be the first gathering of the members of the newly formed
Software Test & Performance Collaborative and will bring together software test and QA managers, senior test
professionals, and the industry’s leading experts to learn and discover the latest solutions to your most press-
ing challenges.

STPCon 2009 will feature five all-new conference tracks:
• Agile Testing
• Test Automation
• Performance Testing
• Test Management
• FutureTest™ – the latest tools, technologies, and 

methodologies

The Software Test & Performance Conference offers the highest quality
content presented by the industry’s most knowledgeable and well-respect-
ed test professionals and practitioners. 

We invite you to join us for what promises to be a truly different STPCon!
You’ll learn testing and management techniques that you can apply immedi-
ately in your organization – and you’ll have an unmatched opportunity to
meet, learn, discuss, and debate with your peers and the industry’s most
notable leaders and thinkers.

We look forward to seeing you in Cambridge this October!

Edward Correia
STPCon Conference Chair
Editor, Software Test & Performance

Join STP Collaborative today and receive a special members-only discount to attend
STPCon! For more information, visit www.stpcollaborative.com/membership

Join us for STPCon 2009
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“Great, informative confer-
ence for software testers,
leads and managers alike.
Useful tutorials and technical
classes of wide variety, but
applicable for many QA/SQE
organizations. Well worth the
small investment in cost and
time. A must-attend for all
serious QA/SQE profession-
als!” 

ALAN ABAR, 
SOFTWARE QUALITY 

ENGINEERING MANAGER, 
COVAD COMMUNICATIONS 

Edward Correia

Andrew Muns



Thursday, October 22 – 8:45am
President’s Ballroom

The Dangers of the Normalization of
Deviance: A Lesson
in Leadership for the
Test & QA Profession
Colonel Mike Mullane
NASA Astronaut,
Retired 
Join us for a memorable opening
keynote presentation with retired
astronaut Colonel Mike Mullane
who will discuss key aspects of leadership, including responsibility,
trust, courageous self-leadership and team leadership. Colonel
Mullane will focus on the importance of guarding against a “nor-
malization of deviance,” and will describe how a normalization of
deviance within NASA was the root cause of the most infamous
and tragic of technical errors in NASA history: the loss of the Space
Shuttle Challenger. 

Prior to joining NASA, COLONEL MIKE MULLANE com-
pleted 134 combat missions in his 20-year career with the Air
Force. Colonel Mullane was selected as a Mission Specialist in
1978 in the first group of space shuttle astronauts. He completed
three space missions, including the maiden voyage of the
Discovery, and two missions on the Atlantis. Colonel Mullane has
been inducted into the International Space Hall of Fame and is the
recipient of many awards, including the Air Force Distinguished
Flying Cross, Legion of Merit and the NASA Space Flight Medal.

Thursday, October 22 – 1:15pm
President’s Ballroom

Testing Lessons Learned
from the Astronauts
Michael Bolton
Michael Bolton will use Colonel Mike
Mullane's presentation as a point of departure for a number of test-
ing-related topics.  Michael will discuss the concept of “positive
deviance” as the antidote to the normalization of deviance. He'll
explore how testers can learn from problem reporting, as practiced
at NASA, and he'll discuss the interaction between the technical
and social aspects of testing and development. As Michael will
emphasize, Colonel Mullane's inspiring stories have much to teach
us about how we learn, how we overcome constraints, and how
teams can profit from the power of individuality and diversity.

MICHAEL BOLTON is a tester, consultant, and testing train-

er and a leader in the context-driven software testing movement
with more than 20 years of experience in the computer industry
testing, developing, managing, and writing about software.
Currently, he leads DevelopSense, a Toronto-based consultancy. 

Friday, October 23 – 8:45am
President’s Ballroom

SpeedGeeking
Hosted by Matt Heusser  
Listen to some of the best software testers on
the planet answer one simple question: If you
had just five minutes to teach, motivate, or
inspire the audience about software testing,
what would you say? SpeedGeeking is the
fast, fun, and easy way to gain insight from our
conference faculty on the last day of STPCon. You'll rotate between
our speakers who will share their best ideas in just a few moments.
With no room for fluff, "Agenda" slides, or opening jokes, Speed
Geek ing is the ultimate big idea, lightbulb moment experience. 

Testing expert and Software Test & Performance magazine
contributing editor MATT HEUSSER will host this lively session.

Friday, October 23 – 1:00pm
President’s Ballroom

Testing
Outside the

Bachs
James and
Jonathan

Bach  
James and Jonathan Bach will demonstrate how to conduct
exploratory software testing in this interactive general session. One
of the Bachs will test a product for 20 minutes and record the
process. The other will test the same product for 20 minutes in front
of the audience, while his brother narrates the process. (Bring your
laptop and join along!) We’ll then compare what each found, and
compare it with what the audience found. This session will demon-
strate how exploratory testing can be a disciplined and manageable
process.

JAMES BACH is a pioneer in the discipline of exploratory
software testing and a founding member of the Context-Driven
School of Testing. He’s a co-author of Lessons Learned in Soft -
ware Testing: A Context-Driven Approach and the author of How I
Learn Stuff: Secrets of A Buccaneer-Scholar.

JON BACH has been testing software and managing
testers for 14 years and is most famous for inventing a way to
manage and measure exploratory testing in a method known as
session-based test management.

Visit STPCon.com for more detailed conference information and to register online!

KEYNOTES/GENERAL SESSIONS
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AGILE TESTING TRAINING
COURSE

Day 1 and 2 Sessions
Agile and High-speed Software Testing
Techniques with Bob Galen
This in-depth course will teach you how to introduce agility
and speed into your testing processes. You will leave
armed with ideas, techniques, tools, and references to
bring back to your teams and create a culture of agile–fast,
adaptive testing that will endure. Learn effective techniques
for working with stakeholders to ensure full understanding
and support. Learn how to maximize each of your testing
investments and flexible techniques that will let you spend
more time testing and less time talking about it.

Day 3 (Morning Session)
Setup and Testing with Continuous
Integration with Eric Pugh
This portion of the course will cover software testing as it
applies to an automated continuous integration process

using the open-source Hudson system
as an example. This course module will
provide you with the building blocks for
an integral part of many successful
agile deployments: an automated build
system. Bring your laptop to gain the
full benefit of this hands-on session,
and leave with a working installation of
Hudson.

Day 3 (Afternoon
Session)
A Test Leadership Guide to
Going Agile
with Bob Galen
We’ll examine agile testing from the
perspective of the test leader as we
address some of the greatest chal-
lenges of leading a testing team from
traditional to agile testing. Learn real-
world strategies for adopting and thriv-
ing in agile environments. You’ll leave
with a strategic roadmap for how to
effectively transition your test organi-
zation to an agile environment. 

TEST AUTOMATION TRAINING
COURSE

Day 1 and 2 Sessions
First Steps to Test Automation
with Robert Walsh
Many organizations struggle to get started with test
automation. How do we decide what and how to auto-
mate? What are some of the obstacles, challenges, and
barriers that we might encounter? How do we overcome
them? Which are the best tools and are they expensive?
Will training be required? How can the costs and time be
justified to management? These and other issues will be
addressed in this in-depth course as you learn to make the
business case for automated testing. Through real-world
examples, you’ll learn which approaches to emphasize and
which points resonate best with project stakeholders.

With a sound automation strategy and business case as
a foundation, on Day Two you’ll learn how to automate your
tests and manage test cases. Bring your laptop for hands-
on access to free tools such as AutoIt, WATIR and
FitNesse, and begin automating tests in minutes. You’ll also
learn how testers and developers can work together to
make automation more effective.

Day 3 (Morning Session)
Next Steps to Test Automation:
Combining Tools Free and Easy
with Robert Walsh
In this highly interactive, hands-on course module, you’ll
learn how to combine the tools introduced on Day Two to
leverage the individual strengths of each product and derive
greater overall benefit and superior test case management.
The session will combine lecture and lab components, with
participants working in small groups.

Day 3 (Afternoon Session)
Setup and Testing with Continuous
Integration with Eric Pugh
In the final course module, you’ll learn software testing as it
applies to an automated continuous integration process
using the open-source Hudson system as an example. This
course module will give you the building blocks for an integral
part of many successful agile deployments: an automated
build system. Bring your laptop to gain the full benefit of this
hands-on session, and leave with a working installation of
Hudson.

THREE-DAY TRAINING COURSES
Monday, October 19th – Wednesday, October 21st

COURSE INSTRUCTORS 

BOB GALEN is the director of product
development and agile architect for
ChannelAdvisor. He is also principal consult-
ant for RGalen Consulting Group, L.L.C. Bob
has nearly 25 years of experience, and is a
Certified Scrum Master Practicing (CSP),
Certified Scrum Product Owner (CSPO),
and an active member of the Agile Alliance &
Scrum Alliance. He authored Software
Endgames – Eliminating Defects, Controlling
Change and the Countdown to On-Time
Delivery. 

ERIC PUGH is fascinated by the “craft” of
software development, and has been heavily
involved in the open source world as a devel-
oper, committer, and user. He is a member of
the Apache Software Foundation and a com-
mitter on many projects including DBUnit,
Maven, and Jakarta Commons. He has
helped companies around the globe develop
coherent strategies for embracing open
source software. 

ROBERT WALSH is president and man-
ager of application development at
EnvisionWare. He has more than nine years
of professional programming experience,
and in 2002 was introduced to agile software
development methodologies. 

Bob Galen

Eric Pugh

Robert Walsh

JOIN US FOR STP COLLABORATIVE’S NEW IN-DEPTH TRAINING COURSES
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Test Management: A Risk-Based
Approach with Rex Black & Bob Carpenter
In this workshop, you will learn how to:

• Understand general and specific risk types
• Analyze, prioritize, and document quality risks
• Understand regression risks and regression risk

mitigation strategies
• Identify and manage project risks that affect testing
• Report test results in terms of residual risks
• Understand alternative ways of documenting and

assessing quality risks
Learn how to identify risk items and assess their level

of risk, explore ways to monitor risk during test execution
and discover how project risks can affect testing. Hear
real-world examples and case studies, including a special
case study demonstrating how the techniques described
in this workshop were successfully applied by RBCS and
CA, Inc. for one of CA's flagship, mission-critical products.

The workshop will conclude with a realistic, hands-on
exercise. Laptops are recommended for full benefit.

PERFORMANCE TESTING
WORKSHOP

Morning Session
Easy, Low-Cost Ways to Test
Performance and Raise Testing ROI
with Scott Barber
Scott Barber will discuss, demonstrate, and invite you to par-
ticipate in a variety of "30-second performance tests" that
most teams could start using immediately.

Afternoon Session 1
Performance Testing Innovations:
What Works and What Doesn’t
with Scott Barber, Dan Bartow,
Ross Collard & Dan Downing
Facilitated by James Bach, AST 
sanctioned LAWST™-style facilitator
90-minute panel discussion with AST-
facilitated Q&A session
Join AST-member panelists and performance
specialists in discussions about their ideas
and experiences with performance technolo-
gies and approaches, and learn which have
been effective and which have not.
Participants will be encouraged to write down their questions
or experiences for discussion later in the workshop.

Afternoon Session 2
Focus on Performance: LAWST™-inspired
Discussion
with Scott Barber, Dan Bartow, Ross
Collard & Dan Downing
Facilitated by James Bach, AST 
sanctioned LAWST™-style facilitator
2-hour Interactive Discussion
The format of this discussion is inspired by
the Los Altos Workshop on Software
Testing, which calls for an agenda restricted
to one or two tightly defined topics and
solicits participation by all attendees. 

ONE-DAY WORKSHOPS
Wednesday, October 21st

COURSE INSTRUCTORS 

JAMES BACH is a pioneer in the discipline of exploratory software testing and a founding member of the Context-Driven School of Testing. He’s a
co-author of Lessons Learned in Software Testing: A Context-Driven Approach and the author of How I Learn Stuff: Secrets of A Buccaneer-Scholar.

SCOTT BARBER is the CTO of PerfTestPlus, executive director of the Association for Software Testing (AST), co-founder of the Workshop on
Performance and Reliability (WOPR) and co-author of Performance Testing Guidance for Web Applications. 

DAN BARTOW is senior manager of Performance Engineering at Intuit, Inc. Before joining Intuit, Dan was a senior performance engineer for
ATG, where he deployed large sites for some of the Web’s best-known names.

BOB CARPENTER is vice president of R&D at CA with responsibility for the System Management Mainframe products; CA OPS/MVS, CA
MIM and CA SYSVIEW.  Bob has worked at CA since 1995, and throughout his career, has been focused on constant quality improvement.

ROSS COLLARD is an unusually experienced and accomplished consultant and self-proclaimed software quality guru. The founder in 1980 of
Collard & Company, Ross has consulted with top-level management from a diverse variety of companies. He’s also a frequent contributor to
Software Test & Performance magazine.

DAN DOWNING has 28 years of technical and leadership experience as a programmer, sales engineer, product manager, senior manager, and
consultant. Dan is VP and GM of Testing Services at Mentora. He’s a subject matter expert in load testing and created the Five Steps of Load
Testing methodology.

Dan Downing

Rex Black

Ross Collard

Dan Bartow

Scott Barber

Bob Carpenter

JOIN US FOR STP COLLABORATIVE’S NEW IN-DEPTH TRAINING COURSES
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MONDAY 
Oct. 19

REGISTRATION OPEN
7:30 am – 5:00 pm

WEDNESDAY Oct. 21

REGISTRATION OPEN 7:30 am – 7:00 pm

THURSDAY    Oct. 22

REGISTRATION OPEN       7:30 am – 7:00 pm

CONFERENCE  SESSIONS

STPCon 2009 Program Agenda
STPCon 2009 offers in-depth full-day and multi-day training
courses, as well as one-hour technical sessions in our core
conference. Register to take a single training course, or
workshop, attend just the core conference, or do both.

Monday–Wednesday, October 19–21 
In-depth, one-day and three-day training courses and
workshops

Wednesday–Thursday, October 21–22 
STPCon Exhibit Hall

Thursday–Friday, October 22–23  
STPCon Core Conference

STPCon 2009 will focus on:

AGILE TESTING
Learn best practices for this method of “code a little,
test a little” application building that combines com-
mon sense with automation techniques to produce
faster, higher-quality software.

TEST AUTOMATION
Improve the efficiency of your testing organization by
automating wherever possible. Learn what and how to
automate using simple, low-cost tools and techniques

AU

AG

PROGRAM OVERVIEW & SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE

TUESDAY 
Oct. 20

REGISTRATION OPEN
8:00 am – 5:00 pm

EXHIBIT HALL and ATTENDEE RECEPTION 
5:30 pm – 7:00 pm
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Management
Workshop

–Black

OPENING KEYNOTE: MIKE
MULLANE 8:45 - 9:45 AM  

LUNCH  12:15-1:15 PM

EXHIBIT HALL OPEN   7:45 am – 4:00 pm

2:30 pm – 3:30 pm

Agile Testing
Challenges--Black

Intro to Rapid
Software Testing
--Bolton

Application
Performance
Lifecycle: Lab to
Launch--Bartow

How to Fake a Test
Project--Bach,
James

11:15 am – 12:15 pm

Agile in the
Enterprise (2of2)
--Galen

Why Tests Don't
Pass or Fail
--Hoffman

Data Patterns for
Perfornmance
--Downing and
Collard

A Case Study in
Rapid Test Man -
age ment--Bach,
James and Jon

10:00 am – 11:00 am

Agile in the
Enterprise (1of2)
--Galen

Put your
Automated Tests
to the Test with
Continuous
Integration--Pugh

Cloud
Computing’s
Killer App
--Bartow

Six Surprising
Findings--Black

9:00 am – 12:00 pm
1:00 pm – 5:00 pm

9:00 am – 12:00 pm
1:00 pm – 5:00 pm

THREE-DAY TRAINING COURSES

TRACKS: MAU AG P FT FutureTest™AgileAutomation Management Performance
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Workshop
–Barber

Panel
Discussion;

LAWST-
inspired
Group

Discussion

Barber,
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Downing,
James
Bach,

Facilitator
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CONFERENCE  SESSIONS

GENERAL SESSION:
"SPEEDGEEKING" 

8:45 - 9:45 AM 

SCHEDULE-AT-A-GLANCE

FRIDAY Oct. 23

REGISTRATION OPEN 7:45 am – 4:00 pm

THURSDAY    Oct. 22

REGISTRATION OPEN       7:30 am – 7:00 pm

CONFERENCE  SESSIONS

PROGRAM OVERVIEW & SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE

that are applicable to most areas.

PERFORMANCE TESTING
How many simultaneous users can
your apps handle? Learn real-world
techniques for load and stress testing
for finding performance bottlenecks.  

TEST MANAGEMENT
Sharpen your skills for managing teams, allocating
resources, planning tests and developing talent.
Learn which test metrics are the most critical to your

business and how to analyze and
report test results to maximize your
department’s importance to the organ-
ization.

FUTURETEST™

Get a glimpse into the future of testing
from the testing industry’s top minds.
What tools, techniques and methods will
be important in the coming months and

years? Get a jump on the future and your competition in
these forward-looking sessions. 

FT

M

P

“It solidifies the total
testing experience
and opens your 
eyes to alternative
approaches and 
methods that you 
simply cannot get
from books.”

JOHN CROFT,
QA MANAGER, 
I4COMMERCE 

LUNCH 12:15-1:00 GENERAL SESSION: "TESTING
OUTSIDE THE BACHS" JAMES AND

JON BACH 1:00  - 2:30 PM
LUNCH  12:15-1:15 PM KEYNOTE: MICHAEL

BOLTON 1:15 - 2:15 PM

EXHIBIT HALL OPEN   7:45 am – 4:00 pm

2:30 pm – 3:30 pm

Agile Testing
Challenges--Black

Intro to Rapid
Software Testing
--Bolton

Application
Performance
Lifecycle: Lab to
Launch--Bartow

How to Fake a Test
Project--Bach,
James

10:00 am – 11:00 am

Genesis of Agile
QA--Dwyer

The High Cost of
Manual Testing
--Hayes

Resource
Monitoring
--Downing

What Haven't
You Noticed
Lately--Bolton

11:15 am – 12:15 pm

Top 10 Traps of
Testing--Bach,
Jon

Agile
Automation
--Hayes

What to
Performance
Test--Barber

CMMI: Level 0
to Level 4 in
Less Than Three
Years--Fish

11:15 am – 12:15 pm

Agile in the
Enterprise (2of2)
--Galen

Why Tests Don't
Pass or Fail
--Hoffman

Data Patterns for
Perfornmance
--Downing and
Collard

A Case Study in
Rapid Test Man -
age ment--Bach,
James and Jon
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4:00 pm – 5:00 pm

Inform Agile
Testing With CI
--Pugh

A Model for
Software Test
Execution--Hoffman

Software
Development at
Socialtext
--Heusser

Testing in an Agile
Environment
--Walsh

2:30 pm – 3:30 pm

Empirical
Evaluation of
Exploratory
Testing
Effectiveness
--Rollison

The Two
Futures of
Testing--Bolton

Performance
Testing: Don't
Overlook the
Easy Stuff
--Barber

Measure
Quality on the
Way In 
--Fish

FT

M

3:45 pm – 4:45 pm

Software
Configuration
Management for
Agile Teams
--Berczuk

GUI Automation
– Steps for
Success
--Rollison

CSI Parallels
--Bach, Jon

Testing the
User-centric
Web--Heusser
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Thursday, October 22,
10:00 – 11:00 am

Releasing Products in an Agile
Enterprise, Part 1 / Bob Galen
Agile projects, when developed in the enterprise, encount -
er factors beyond the scope of software development that
need to be negotiated separately. In the first session of this
two-part class, learn the enterprise extensions for agile
releases, including methods for integrating agile teams
within a traditional management structure; sharing iteration
extension models required for testing across the enter-
prise; providing examples of release planning dynamics
required when integrating across multiple teams; and how
to develop iteration release criteria and metrics that drive
improved quality and visibility.

Bob Galen is the director of product development and
agile architect for ChannelAdvisor. He is also principal con-
sultant for RGalen Consulting Group, L.L.C.

Put Your Automated Tests to the
Test with Continuous Integration / 
Eric Pugh
Implementing automated testing requires a significant invest-
ment of resources, but pays off in better software quality.
You can leverage that investment by running automated
tests frequently as part of a Continuous Integration (CI)
process. CI is valuable for improving software quality, but its
implementation can present many challenges. Learn how and
why to use a CI system based on lessons from the open
source world and how CI forms the structure to create a vir-
tuous circle of constantly improving code quality. Hear best
practices for evaluating a CI solution based on your business
needs and software development practices. Discover tips
and tricks on how to leverage the investment in CI to
enhance other best practices.

Eric Pugh is involved in the open source world and is a
member of the Apache Software Foundation and a commit-
ter on many projects including DBUnit, Maven, and Jakarta
Commons.

Performance Testing: 
Cloud Computing’s Killer App / 
Daniel Bartow
The next big wave in online application engineering is hap-
pening in the cloud. You can simulate your real world user
load in a cost effective manner and create an end-to-end per-
formance testing strategy that was unimaginable until now.
Hear how Bartow’s team at Intuit used more than 2,000

processor cores to generate real world user scenarios
against a production environment to generate a high level of
confidence for Intuit’s online tax preparation software,
TurboTax. Gain a new way of thinking about performance
testing that doesn’t settle for lab simulations.

Dan Bartow is senior manager of performance engineer-
ing at Intuit, Inc.

Six Surprising Findings from Test
Assess ments / Rex Black
In this eye-opening talk, filled with real-world case studies
backed by data, not just opinion, Rex Black will sample six
surprising test assessment findings that span the critical
testing processes, from organizations around the world.

Rex Black is president and principal consultant of RBCS,
Inc., and a prolific author and speaker. He is the immediate
past president of the ISTQB and the ASTQB.

Thursday, October 22, 
11:15am - 12:15pm

Releasing Products in an Agile
Enterprise, Part 2 / Bob Galen
In the second session of this two-part class, Bob Galen will
continue his discussion of enterprise extensions for agile
releases, including methods for integrating agile teams within
a traditional management structure; sharing iteration exten-
sion models required for testing across the enterprise; pro-
viding examples of release planning dynamics required when
integrating across multiple teams; and how to develop itera-
tion release criteria and metrics that drive improved quality
and visibility.

Bob Galen is the director of product development and
agile architect for ChannelAdvisor. He is also principal con-
sultant for RGalen Consulting Group, L.L.C.

Why Tests Don’t Pass (or Fail) /
Douglas Hoffman
Most testers think of tests passing or failing. Unfortunately,
experience shows that passing a test doesn’t really mean
that there is no bug. Likewise, failing a test is no guarantee
that a bug exists. Failing really only means that something
that was noticed warrants further investigation. This ses-
sion will explore:

• Why tests don’t really pass or fail
• What that means to testing software
• Some of the implications of tests that don’t 

pass or fail
• A model for understanding outside influences and

hidden outcomes during testing
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Bob Galen

Eric Pugh

Rex Black

Douglas Hoffman

Daniel Bartow
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• Ways to report test outcomes that aren’t pass/fail
Doug Hoffman will explore these ideas and their implica-
tions, and suggest some ways to benefit from a new way
of thinking about test outcomes.

Doug Hoffman has more than 30 years in the comput-
er and software industries. He provides organizational
assessments, strategic quality planning, and test planning
services. He is an ASQ Fellow, member of ACM and IEEE,
holds ASQ Certificates in Software Quality Engineering
and Manager of Quality/Organization Excellence, and has
been a registered ISO Lead Auditor.

Data Patterns for Performance &
Robustness Testing / Ross Collard and
Dan Downing
This session aims to improve your performance testing
through the smarter use of live data. The scope will include
Web sites, client/server systems, mainframes, telecom
networks, databases, and real-time embedded devices.
The session will examine test data patterns and how to
use them.

Ross Collard is founder of Collard & Company, He has
consulted with top-level management from a diverse variety
of companies. He’s also a frequent contributor to Software
Test & Performance magazine.

Dan Downing is VP and general manager of Testing
Services at Mentora. He’s a subject matter expert in load
testing and created the Five Steps of Load Testing
methodology.

A Case Study in Rapid Test
Management / James Bach and Jon Bach 
Last year, Jonathan Bach took over a weary test team at
a large American corporation. Within a couple of months,
he won their respect and rejuvenated their love of the test-
ing craft. The methods Jon used were innovative, perhaps
even unique. In this presentation, Jon tells the story of the
team, the things that did and did not work, while James
explains the Rapid Testing principles behind them.

James Bach is a pioneer in the discipline of explorato-
ry software testing and a founding member of the Context-
Driven School of Testing. He’s a co-author of Lessons
Learned in Software Testing: A Context-Driven Approach
and the author of How I Learn Stuff: Secrets of A
Buccaneer-Scholar.

Jon Bach has been testing software and managing
testers for 14 years. He prides himself on being an in-the-
trenches test manager, but has also has been a CAST
conference president, keynote speaker, and testing
philosopher, and is currently an independent software con-
sultant and testing coach. 

Thursday, October 22, 
2:30 – 3:30 pm

Agile Testing Challenges / 
Rex Black
Is your company “going agile?”  What does that
mean for testing?  What should you expect?  Com -
panies are adopting agile methodologies for various
reasons ranging from speed of delivery, flexibility in
rapidly changing situations, or just plain trendiness.
Every software development lifecycle model has testing
implications. Some ease the testing process, and  some of
these implications challenge testing. Rex Black will dis-
cuss the key agile testing challenges, so that you can rec-
ognize and resolve them if your organization is adopting an
agile approach.

Rex Black is president and principal consultant of
RBCS, Inc., and a prolific author and speaker. He is the
immediate past president of the ISTQB and the ASTQB.

Intro to Rapid Software Testing /
Michael Bolton
Rapid software testing is a testing skill-set and mind-set
developed by James Bach that enables testers to find
important bugs quickly, emphasizes thinking, eliminates
unnecessary work, right-sizes test documentation, and
constantly asks how testers can help to speed the devel-
opment process by providing timely, valuable information
to management. In this interactive tutorial, Michael Bolton
(co-author of the Rapid Software Testing course) will pro-
vide a rapid introduction to Rapid Testing. He’ll highlight
the skills and practices of the approach; present exercis-
es, puzzles and games that reinforce the lessons; and wel-
come challenge, discussion and debate. Bring your laptop
for maximum value from this session.

Michael Bolton is a tester, consultant, testing trainer and
a leader in the context-driven software testing movement with
more than 20 years of experience in the computer industry
testing, developing, managing, and writing about software. He
leads the consultancy, DevelopSense.

The Application Performance
LifeCycle: From Lab to Launch / 
Daniel Bartow
Performance engineering is a critical part of any QA activ-
ity, but it shouldn’t stop at the end of the project or be fin-
ished in the performance lab. How you tie your test results
to what happens in the real world can make or break your
customer experience. Defining metrics, testing to validate
them, and monitoring the real world results are critical
components of end-to-end performance. In this session
you’ll learn how to incorporate performance engineering
into all aspects of the software development lifecycle.
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You’ll take away ideas and strategies that will help you tell
a complete story about the value of the performance QA
work that your organization does and how it affects the
customer experience.

Dan Bartow is senior manager of performance engi-
neering at Intuit, Inc.

How to Fake a Test Project / James Bach
James Bach believes that a lot of conventional wisdom
about testing is very bad advice. In fact, some of that
advice strikes him as the very opposite of testing. In this
no-holds-barred presentation, James will discuss how
some of the so-called “best practices” of testing are
instead ways to “fake” a test project.

James Bach is a pioneer in the discipline of explorato-
ry software testing and a founding member of the Context-
Driven School of Testing. He’s a co-author of Lessons
Learned in Software Testing: A Context-Driven Approach
and the author of How I Learn Stuff: Secrets of A
Buccaneer-Scholar.

Thursday, October 22,
4:00 – 5:00 pm

Inform Your Agile Testing with
Continuous Integration / Eric Pugh
Continuous Integration (CI) is a valuable framework for
improving software quality when integrated with agile test-
ing. Agile testing practices inform the types of tests that
are developed to be run under CI. The various code metrics
produced in a sophisticated CI environment can help inform
the types of agile testing practices to be used.  Thus, agile
testing and CI support each other. Learn how and why to
use a CI system and how CI forms the structure to create
a virtuous circle of constantly improving code quality. Hear
best practices for evaluating a CI solution based on your
business needs and software development practices and
discover tips and tricks on how to leverage the investment
in CI to enhance other best practices.

Eric Pugh has been heavily involved in the open source
world and is a member of the Apache Software Foundation
and a committer on many projects including DBUnit,
Maven, and Jakarta Commons.

A Model for Software Test Execution /
Douglas Hoffman
A model of the elements that impact SUT behavior (such
as data and system environment) helps articulate what to
look at to verify test results. Understanding and identifying
the elements leads to more creative test design and bet-
ter validation of outcomes. This model also helps explain
what causes non-reproducible test results. The presenta-

tion will explore SUT behavior based on the model and
directly ties to what a test is and how to determine
pass/fail verdicts. We will address questions such as:
what do we control, what assumptions do we make, and
where can errors manifest themselves.

Doug Hoffman has more than 30 years experience as
a consultant, manager, and engineer in the computer and
software industries. He provides organizational assess-
ments, strategic quality planning, and test planning servic-
es. He is an ASQ Fellow, member of ACM and IEEE, holds
ASQ Certificates in Software Quality Engineering and
Manager of Quality/Organization Excellence, and has been
a registered ISO Lead Auditor.

Software Development At
Socialtext / Matt Heusser
Socialtext has been building software with a physically dis-
tributed team since 2002. In this session, Matt Heusser will
describe the benefits, opportunities, and challenges of dis-
tributed development, from the financial case for a distrib-
uted team, to the skills, technologies and techniques that
make distributed pair programming and collaboration not
only possible, but effective. And, he’ll explain Socialtext’s
agile process of tracking user stories from inception to
release. Gain an understanding of the business case for
remote work, how to avoid its pitfalls, and enjoy its benefits.

Matthew Heusser is a member of the technical staff at
Socialtext and has experience in developing, testing, and
managing software projects. He is also a contributing edi-
tor for Software Test and Performance magazine and an
adjunct instructor of Information Systems at Calvin
College.

Testing in an Agile Environment /
Robert Walsh
Contrary to what some believe, the agile view of testing is not
“Don’t test,” or “Only developers should test.” Agile aug-
ments traditional testing by professionals with tests written
and executed by developers and customers. TDD and unit
testing, user acceptance, exploratory, usability, load and per-
formance, integration testing and other techniques play sig-
nificant roles in agile environments. Learn how various testing
efforts are used in responsible approaches to agile develop-
ment and explore ways that traditional QA efforts can be
adapted to fit neatly agile processes.

Rob Walsh is president and manager of application
development at EnvisionWare. He has more than nine years
of professional programming experience, and in 2002 was
introduced to agile software development methodologies.
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Friday, October 23,
10:00 – 11:00 am

The Genesis of Agile QA: An Ongoing
Journey to Move QA to the Front of the
Train / Mike Dwyer
This session introduces lessons learned during the past 30
years working, consulting, and coaching companies on
how to improve the testable quality of the value they offer
to the market. Through a combination of agile principals,
the Theory of Constraints, and lessons learned along the
way, this session will describe how QA and testing provide
value throughout the development and product life cycle.
We’ll discuss how to build collaborative conversations;
techniques for supporting POs, architects and teams; and
processes to trace value streams from vision to a specific
functionality. The session will conclude with an interactive
discussion about the tools and techniques that concen-
trate on getting the right things to work perfectly rather
than testing everything to spec.

Mike Dwyer is a principal agile coach at BigVisible
Solutions. He is a Certified Scrum Trainer and coaches teams
and organizations as they continuously improve their agility.

The High Cost of Manual Testing:
Why Automation is No Longer Optional /
Linda Hayes
Economic uncertainty often drives management to sus-
pend investment in new technologies such as test automa-
tion. Yet the irony is that manual testing is the most cost-
ly and least effective of all options. Educating management
to understand that you have to invest money to save
money is challenging but essential. This session will pro-
vide attendees with the tools, statistics and talking points
to persuade their management to abandon ineffective
manual test approaches by building a compelling business
case for automation. If your company has frozen spending
without slowing down delivery, this session is for you.

Linda Hayes has more than 20 years of experience in
software development and testing and is the founder of
three software companies. She is a frequent industry
speaker and award-winning author on software quality.

Resource Monitoring:  Bellwether
Metrics for Diagnosing Performance
Bottlenecks / Dan Downing
The ultimate goal of performance testing is identifying and
fixing performance bottlenecks.  While a large percentage
of bottlenecks are ultimately traced to the application
code, they also occur in servers, system software, and
network components. Critical to diagnosing their root
cause is identifying and monitoring a set of “bellwether

metrics.” In this class, you’ll take away concrete
learnings you can apply on your next load test.
You’ll be energized by Dan’s dynamic style, and
you’ll glean gems of insight distilled from presenta-
tions on this subject at the Spring WOPR12
Conference.

Dan Downing is VP and general manager of
Testing Services at Mentora. He’s a subject matter
expert in load testing and created the Five Steps of
Load Testing methodology.

What Haven’t You Noticed
Lately? Building Awareness in Testers /
Michael Bolton
“What haven’t you noticed lately?” Marshall McLuhan is
said to have asked this paradoxical question—a vital one
for testers, because it prompts more questions about
things that testers could and should notice. Great testing
is about noticing things and asking questions about them.
In this session Michael Bolton will discuss the importance
of diversification, focusing and defocusing, rapid cognition,
emotional engagement, and collaboration—and will pro-
vide you with ideas and the tools to use them. Learn about
testing approaches that take advantage of the minds of
individual testers to liberate us from rote testing work and
provide far more valuable information about the state of
the product and the project.

Michael Bolton is a tester, consultant, testing trainer
and a leader in the context-driven software testing move-
ment with more than 20 years of experience in the com-
puter industry testing, developing, managing, and writing
about software. He leads the consultancy DevelopSense, 

Friday, October 23,
11:15am - 12:15 pm

Top Ten Tendencies That Trap Testers
for Management / Jon Bach
Have you ever been confused about something you saw
during a test? The tendency to dismiss your confusion as
unimportant or irrelevant is a trap — limiting your ability to
see a bug right in front of you. Join Jon Bach for a dis-
cussion about traps and limiting tendencies like stakehold-
er trust, compartmental thinking, definition faith, and more.
Testers can’t find every bug or run every possible test, but
identifying these tendencies can help us avoid traps that
might compromise our effectiveness and credibility.

Jon Bach has been testing software and managing
testers for 14 years. He prides himself on being an in-
the-trenches test manager, but has also has been a
CAST conference president, keynote speaker, and test-
ing philosopher, and is currently an independent soft-
ware consultant and testing coach. 
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Agile Automation / Linda Hayes
Agile automation sounds like an oxymoron. Most automa-
tion is focused on regression testing because the devel-
opment and maintenance overhead of the test code can’t
keep up with rapid changes. Yet the speed and coverage
enabled by automation are essential to short iterations.
What to do? The key to automation agility is to employ a
data model instead of code. This removes the need for
technical skills and sharply reduces the learning and imple-
mentation curve. Learn an agile architecture that is tool,
application and platform independent and see how a rela-
tional repository allows you to instantly analyze the impact
of any change across all test assets and make global
changes.

Linda Hayes has more than 20 years of experience in
software development and testing and is the founder of
three software companies. She is a frequent industry
speaker and award-winning author on software quality.

What to Performance Test - Choose
Wisely / Scott Barber
A tenet of software testing is that we can’t test everything.
This is especially true with regard to performance testing.
We need to be able to choose our performance tests
wisely, adapt quickly to the test results, and ensure that

we capture the right information from our tests
the first time. Scott Barber will share his
favorite heuristic and visual methods to design
and document performance tests that will result
in significant information value while helping to
ensure that performance testing remains
focused on achieving business objectives,
reducing project risk, and avoiding bad press.

Scott Barber is the CTO of PerfTestPlus,
executive director of the AST, co-founder of
WOPR, and co-author of Performance Testing
Guidance for Web Applications.

CMMI: Level 0 to Level 4 in Less
Than Three Years / Jan Fish
Keep it simple. That’s the philosophy of software testers
at Phillips Home Monitoring/Lifeline, which develops
devices and systems for emergency health care communi-
cations. Learn about the templates, approaches, check-
lists, metrics, QA estimation models and other supporting
documents that, once implemented and standardized,
helped Phillips elevate its testing organization to CMMI
Level 4 in less than three years.

Jan Fish is a manager of test and process improvement at
Philips Lifeline. She has nearly 35 years of experience in test,
software systems, process improvement and change man-
agement in financial and software organizations of all sizes.

Friday, October 23, 
2:30 – 3:30 pm

Empirical Evaluation of
Exploratory Testing Effectiveness / 
Bj Rollison
Some testers promote exploratory testing (ET) as an
approach that finds important bugs fast and is more pro-
ductive than scripted testing. But are these claims justi-
fied? The effectiveness of ET and scripted tests is based
on the skill, experience, and knowledge of the tester, and
both approaches are effective in identifying different cate-
gories of issues. Bj Rollison will dispel the unsubstantiated
claims of ET based on scientific case studies, and will also
discuss how scripted test cases, exploratory type testing,
and other approaches can be used together to more effec-
tively test software.

Bj Rollison is a test architect with Microsoft’s
Engineering Excellence group, where he designs and
develops technical training curricula in methodologies and
automation.

Two Futures of Software Testing /
Michael Bolton
Niels Bohr, Woody Allen, or Yogi Berra and perhaps all
three said “Prediction is very difficult, especially about the
future.” Michael Bolton rises to the challenge and dares to
present TWO visions of the future for software testing. In
one, testers are the gatekeepers, responsible for assuring
product quality. In the other, testers are active investiga-
tors, critical thinkers, and highly skilled, valued members
of the project team. Where are we now, and where are we
going? Michael will share these visions and will encourage
dialogue and debate from all participants.

Michael Bolton is a tester, consultant, testing trainer and
a leader in the context-driven software testing movement with
more than 20 years of experience in the computer industry
testing, developing, managing, and writing about software. He
leads the consultancy DevelopSense.

Performance Testing, Don’t Overlook
the Easy Stuff / Scott Barber
It’s a common belief that expensive or complicated tools
are required to test performance, but many performance
issues can be uncovered with the tools and knowledge
your team has access to right now. In fact, much of the
performance-related information that stakeholders need to
make good decisions and development teams need to dra-
matically improve system performance is easily obtainable
without expensive tools or extensive training. Scott Barber
will discuss, demonstrate, and ask you to participate in a
variety of quick and easy 30-second performance tests
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that most teams could start using today.
Scott Barber is the CTO of PerfTestPlus, executive

director of the AST, co-founder of WOPR, and co-author
of Performance Testing Guidance for Web Applications.

Measure Quality on the Way In, Not
Just on the Way Out / Jan Fish
Organizations typically measure code quality after it goes
into production. What about measuring quality coming into
the testing process? Code reviews give some indication of
quality, and traceability data can show holes in documents
and test cases. But true gauges lie elsewhere. By measur-
ing the number of passed and failed test cases and calcu-
lating the failure rate, you can forecast failure and the num-
ber of test case executions required each day. This lets you
adjust resources, timelines or levels of effort day-to-day or
week-to-week. Learn how to manage your testing effort in
just five minutes a day with a simple spreadsheet.

Jan Fish has nearly 35 years of experience in test, soft-
ware systems, process improvement and change manage-
ment in financial and software organizations of all sizes.
She’s currently a manager of test and process improve-
ment at Philips Lifeline.

Friday, October 23, 
3:45 – 4:45 pm

Software Configuration Management
for Agile Teams / Steve Berczuk
Version management, build, and release practices are
essential elements of any effective development environ-
ment, especially for agile teams, which rely on feedback
and maintaining high quality during rapid change. Many
agile teams are puzzled about how to apply good software
configuration management (SCM) practices in an agile
environment. This session will provide an overview of SCM
concepts and explain the patterns and practices that teams
need to maintain an agile SCM environment. You’ll learn
how agile testing practices and continuous integration
change how teams use SCM, and how to set up the essen-
tials of an agile SCM environment.

Steve Berczuk has spent more than 20 years helping
teams work together through effective engineering, SCM,
and project management practices as a software developer,
Certified Scrum Practitioner, and software configuration man-
agement expert. He is co-author of Software Configuration
Management Patterns: Effective Teamwork, Practical
Integration, and a member of the Agile Alliance, IEEE and
ACM.  Steve is an engineer at Health Insight Technologies.
He has an M.S. in Operations Research from Stanford
University and an S.B. in Electrical Engineering from MIT.

CSI Parallels for Bug
Investigation / Jon Bach
Jon Bach believes the future of software testing lies not in

finding more ways to automate, but in enhancing our
cognitive savvy.  One way to do that is to incorpo-
rate skills and tactics from other disciplines. Often
we come upon bugs like a police detective arriving
at a crime scene, and that’s when the investigation
begins, not ends.  Jon will share his experience from
his own projects, as well as insights from a police
detective. If you’re interested in stories about the
bug that got away, come hear what the guys on CSI
might do about it.

Jon Bach has been testing software and manag-
ing testers for 14 years. He prides himself on being
an in-the-trenches test manager, but has also has
been a CAST conference president, keynote speak-
er, and testing philosopher, and is currently an inde-
pendent software consultant and testing coach. 

Testing the User!centric Web:
Patterns, Practices, Paradigms / Matt
Heusser
If your organization is competing on the Web, you’ve prob-
ably had to face Web 2.0 challenges: user-created content
can be complex, time sensitive, and hard to predict before
release. The number of possible configurations seems
endless, and yet AJAX and JavaScript can be hard to drive
with existing automation tools. Matt Heusser will explore
the system issues and discuss his experiences with test-
ing Web 2.0 applications. He will cover a basic strategy for
testing Web 2.0 applications, along with what to do tomor-
row and what you might want to avoid.

Matthew Heusser is a member of the technical staff at
Socialtext and has experience in developing, testing, and
managing software projects. He is also a contributing edi-
tor for Software Test and Performance magazine and an
adjunct instructor of Information Systems at Calvin
College.

GUI Automation - Steps for
Success / Bj Rollison
Many automation efforts generally involve crafting tests
that manipulate the user interface to automatically perform
some sequence of events. Unfortunately, many UI
automation efforts do not achieve the desired results for a
variety of reasons. Bj Rollison will discuss several reasons
why automation efforts fail, and will provide guidelines that
will help managers make smarter decisions and better plan
a realistic strategy that can ultimately lead to successful
approaches to test automation projects. Discussion topics
will include expectations, strategies, approaches, manage-
ment, tools and technologies, and implementation of suc-
cessful test automation projects.

Bj Rollison is a test architect with Microsoft’s Engin eering
Excellence group, where he designs and develops technical
training curricula in methodologies and automation.
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CONFERENCE PACKAGES

JOIN STP COLLABORATIVE TODAY and receive a special members-only discount to
attend STPCon! For more information, visit www.stpcollaborative.com/membership

STPCon + Three-day Agile Training
Course - $1995 USD
This Full Event Passport provides you with
three days of in-depth agile training, two days
of the STPCon Core Conference, plus
entrance to the STPCon Exhibit Hall, all course
and conference materials, food and beverage
events, professional networking opportunities
and the Welcome Reception!

STPCon + Three-day Test Automation
Training Course - $1995 USD
This Full Event Passport provides you with
three days of in-depth test automation training,
two days of the STPCon Core Conference,

plus entrance to the STPCon Exhibit
Hall, all course and conference materi-
als, food and beverage events, pro-
fessional networking opportunities
and the Welcome Reception!

Three-day Agile Training Course
10/19 - 10/21 - $1395 USD
Get three days of in-depth agile train-
ing plus course materials, entrance to

the STPCon Exhibit Hall and Welcome
Reception.

Three-day Test Automation Training
Course 10/19 - 10/21 - $1395 USD
Get three days of in-depth test automation
training plus course materials, entrance to the
STPCon Exhibit Hall and Welcome Reception.

STPCon + One-day Performance
Workshop - $1795 USD
Get a full day of education focused on test per-
formance + the STPCon Core Conference,
including all technical classes, general ses-
sions and keynote presentations on 10/22 and
10/23, entrance to the STPCon Exhibit Hall on

10/21 and 10/22 plus all workshop and class
materials, food and beverage events, profes-
sional networking opportunities and the
Welcome Reception!

STPCon + One-day Management
Workshop - $1795 USD
Get a full day of education focused on test
management + the STPCon Core Conference,
including all technical classes, general ses-
sions and keynote presentations on 10/22 and
10/23, entrance to the STPCon Exhibit Hall on
10/21 and 10/22, plus all workshop and class
materials, food and beverage events, profes-
sional networking opportunities and the
Welcome Reception!

STPCon Core Conference - $1295 USD
Includes all technical classes, general sessions
and keynote presentations on 10/22 and 10/23,
entrance to the STPCon Exhibit Hall on 10/21 and
10/22 plus class materials, food and beverage
events, professional networking oppor tunities and
Welcome Recep tion on 10/21!

One-day Test Management Workshop
10/21 - $695 USD
Get a full day of focused education, plus
course materials, entrance to the STPCon
Exhibit Hall and Welcome Reception.

One-day Performance Workshop
10/21 - $695 USD
Get a full day of focused education, plus
course materials, and entrance to the STPCon
Exhibit Hall and Welcome Reception.

STPCON Exhibits Only – 10/21 – 10/22
- FREE
Complimentary admission to the STPCon
Exhibit Hall! 

“Knowledgeable and enthusi-
astic presenters; pleasant
atmosphere, well organized
event; updated and innovative
content.”

NENAD SMILJKOVIC, 
TEST & QA TEAM MANAGER,

SAGA D.O.O. BELGRADE
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EXHIBIT HALL SCHEDULE
Wednesday, October 21
5:30pm – 7:00pm Exhibit Hall Open
Welcome Reception
Thursday, October 22
7:45am – 4:00pm Exhibit Hall Open
All conference breaks and food and
beverage events will be held in the
Exhibit Hall.

Become an STPCon 
Exhibitor or Sponsor
STPCon’s Exhibit Hall provides the
ideal opportunity for you to reach your
target audience.  STPCon reaches the
decision makers in software develop-
ment organizations and departments.
Attendees are software and applica-

tion development managers, project managers, test and
QA managers, and senior test professionals charged

with taking their companies’ applications to a high-
er level of quality and performance.

Exhibitor & Sponsor Contact:
David Karp
National Sales Manager
Software Test & Performance Collaborative
+1 631-393-6054
dkarp@stpcollaborative.com

NETWORKING ACTIVITIES
Exhibit Hall Reception, Wednesday, October 21st,  
5:30 – 7:00pm

Gather in the STPCon Exhibit Hall for a reception to
unwind, enjoy a drink and hors d’oeuvres, and meet your
peers and exhibitors at the event. This is your chance to
explore the latest tools, technologies and services in a
fun and relaxed setting. 

STPCON EXHIBIT HALL

STPCon 2009 
will be held at:
Hyatt Regency Cambridge
575 Memorial Drive
Cambridge, MA 02139
Phone: (617) 492-1234
www.cambridge.hyatt.com

RESERVATIONS
We have reserved a special rate for overnight accom-
modations for STPCon ’09 participants at the Hyatt
Regency Cambridge. The hotel confirms the following

dis counted guest room rates:
• Single/Double Occupancy: $215
• Triple Occupancy: $240
• Quadruple Occupancy: $265
To make a hotel reservation at the Hyatt, call (617)

492-1234 and mention the Software Test & Performance
Conference (STPCon) or reserve online at STPCon
.com/venue.html. The deadline for the discounted hotel
room rate is September 27th, 2009.

The Hyatt Regency Cambridge, overlooking Boston,
offers great restaurants, luxurious rooms, and unparal-
leled service.

TRAVEL & VENUE INFORMATION

Get a first look at the latest tools, technologies and services. Visit with vendors, see new
products in action, and find the solutions you need for your organization now!

STPCon 2009 is sponsored by:



PAYMENT METHODS
• Credit Card. Use the secure online

form to pay via credit card and get
immediate confirmation of your classes.
MasterCard, Visa and American
Express are accepted cards.

• Check. Fill out the online registration
form. Print out the REGISTRATION
RECORD and RECEIPT and mail with
your check payable to Redwood
Collaborative Media, 105 Maxess Road,

Suite 207, Melville, NY 11747.
Online registrations that are
mailed without payment will not be
confirmed until payment is
received.
• Purchase Order. If you regis-

ter using a P.O., you will be
invoiced immediately for the reg-
istration amount. Payment must
be received prior to registration
confirmation.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Use the discount codes below to save on
your registration fees. Codes cannot be
combined.
• Group. Save $100 per person if you

register three (3) or more people from
one organization for the Full Event
Passport.

• Government. Federal, State and
Local Government employees receive a
$100 discount on the Full Event
Passport. Enter discount code GOV.

• Educational Institutions. Personnel
employed by or attending educational
institutions on a full-time basis receive a
$100 discount on the Full Event
Passport Enter discount code EDU.

• Alumni. Have you attended any previ-
ous STPCon events? If so, you’re eligi-
ble for a $100 alumni discount on the
Full Event Passport. Enter discount
code ALUMNI.

CANCELLATION POLICY
All cancellations must be made in writing.
You may cancel with a $150 penalty until
September 15, 2009. Cancellations after
September 15, 2009 or no shows will be
charged the full conference rate.

QUESTIONS?
Contact Us:
Redwood Collaborative Media
Mailing Address: 105 Maxess Rd, 
Suite 207 Melville, NY 11747
General telephone number: 
+1 631-393-6051 ext. 200
Email: conferences@stpcollaborative.com
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“Great information from a
variety of experts in the field. 
They were able to provide
tried and true current infor-
mation which was easy to
adapt to our environment.” 

KAREN KREYLING, 
AVP SOFTWARE 

PRODUCT MANAGER,
SMS

REGISTER TODAY AT STPCON.COM

JOIN STP COLLABORATIVE TODAY and receive a special 
members-only discount to attend STPCon! For more 

information, visit www.stpcollaborative.com/membership

SPACE IS LIMITED!
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